Introdnotion
The linear kernel of a probability measure on a separable Banach spaoe Β oan be defined as the intersection of all pre»supports of-this measure. A linear aubapace U of Β is efclled a pre-βupport of a probability measure μ if the following oondition holdes for every ε> 0 there exists a convex and dompact subset Κ snoh that for every continuous linear functional f if Es{ecBt |f (ej| < 1} then plfatli |f (e ) | 4 1}) > 1-ε à linear functional f on Β is oalled Lusin measurable if for every c> 0 there exists a convex and compact subset Κ of 5 each that y (Κ) > 1>ε and f restricted to Κ is continuous. It is well known (of. [l] or [2] ) that if a lusin measurable functional vanishes on a pre-βapport then it is almost everywhere equal to sero· A· Wiiniewski ([3]) asked if one could change "pre-support" to "kernel" in the above statement under the additional assumption that the kernel was a dense subapace of Β. The aim of this note is to give a counterexample.
Counterexample
Lemma.
Let Β be an infinite dimensional separable Banach spaoe. Then there exist lioear subspaces B^ and E2 of Β with the following properties:
where Kj. is a symmetric convex oonpact subset of 5;
iii) for i -1,2 is a separable Hilbert space with the topology introduced by the unit ball K^j iv) for i s 1,2 B^ is a dense subspace of B.
Proof. Assume first that Β * L 2 ([0,l]). We put for B 1 The ore m. Let Β be an infinite dimensional Banach epaoe. Then there exist a probability measure μ on Β and a linear functional f on Β with the following properties: I) for every ε > 0 there exists a convex compact subset Κ of Β such that y(K)> 1-ε and f restricted to Κ is continuous; II) the linear kernel J^ of Μ ÌB a dense subspace of E; III) for every e e J^ f(e) » 0j IV) (j({e e BÎ f(e) = 0}) <1. Proof. Let B 1 and B 2 be linear subspaces of Β with properties i)-iv) from the lemma above. Let {e n } be an orthonormal basis of B 2 · Let Τ be the following operator from the open unit interval (0,1) to B ? r on L 2 > +f(t) for t e 2 -f(t) otherwise oo ut) = Σ t n e n .
Let λ be the Lebesgue measure on (0,1). We define ·? = λ ο Τ Let non γ be any full Gaussian measure on B^. We put Η = (2T+*)/2. We shall prove now that J"nï2 = {0}· To see this let xeEg. Since J9 = {0} (cf. [<x,e1 > for ι e Β2·
Using the Hamel basis argument we extend f in a linear way on the whole E. Let K1 and K2 be the convex compact sets defined in the lemma above. It is clear that pCnK^uiiKg) tends to one as η tends to infinity. Thus to get property I) it is enough to observe that f restricted to K^+Kg is continuous (easy exercise}.
Next sinoe J^ contains J^, J^ is dense in B^ and B^ is dense in E we obtain proparty II). III) is trivial and IV) follows from the fact that -?({e e B: f(e) = θ}) = 0. Q.E.D.
